Keystrokes Used In The Nemeth Symbol Library Tutorial

Navigation

- 1 to 6, Shift+1 to Shift+6: Moves forward or backward by headings at the specified level on a webpage. For example, “2” would move forward by headings at level 2 and Shift+2 would move backward by headings at level 2.
- H, Shift+H: Moves forward or backward by headings on a webpage.
- Tab: Moves to the next available element on a webpage. This could be a button, link, or form field.
- Alt+D: Moves to the address bar in Firefox, Google Chrome, and Internet Explorer.
- Alt+Left Arrow: Moves back to the previous webpage.
- Ctrl+Home: Moves to the top of the page.

Hotkeys

- Windows Key: Opens the Start Menu.
- Insert+F7: Opens a list of links in JAWS, and a list of web elements in NVDA. (Links are the default web element when this list is opened using NVDA.)
- Insert+Space, S (JAWS): Toggles in-between Speech on Demand and Full Speech.
- Insert+S (NVDA): Toggles in-between “Speech Mode Off,” “Speech Mode Beeps,” and “Speech Mode Talk.”
- Shift+F6: Cycles to the downloads bar area.
- Shift+F10: Opens the context menu for the selected item. (Same as a right mouse click or pressing the Applications key. Used here because not all keyboards provide an Applications key.)